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UltiMount S2

PART NUMBER: UL-222
Pre-Installation Tips
Before installing the UltiMount S2 determine the position where it will work best for the
primary user. Attach a holder or cradle along with the electronic device to the UltiMount
S2 prior to exploring the ideal position for mounting. Some electronics may include a holder
for a vehicle application, and if so, it will usually attach directly to the UltiMount S2
Important: The flex pad adhesive is a one-time stick application. Therefore, it is best to
determine the mounting position for the UltiMount S2 prior to installing. Once the flex pad is
adhered to the mounting surface, it cannot be repositioned. Be sure to complete all surface
preparation steps before installing UltiMount S2.
Installation Instructions
Please read all instructions thoroughly before installing this product.

Contents: UltiMount S2, Surface Preparation Packet, Alcohol Prep Pad
Helpful items to have: Clean dry cloth
Important: Clean the surface where the UltiMount S2 will be installed with the Surface Prep
Packet to remove the silicone emulsions such as Armor All®. Do not apply adhesive to
leather surfaces. Do not install the UltiMount S2 where it could block your vision, airbags,
gear shifter, climate controls, steering wheel, radio controls, or other amenities that may
interfere with safe operations of the vehicle.
Step One:
Position and select the best mounting location on the dash or console of the vehicle where
the UltiMount S2 is to be installed.
Step Two:
Prepare the mounting surface by cleaning the mounting location with the Surface Preparation
Packet provided. Wipe an area slightly larger than the flex pad in only one direction and do
not use a circular motion. Dry the area with a clean, dry cloth. Wipe dry in the same
direction as above.
Clean the same area with the Alcohol Prep Pad provided. Wipe in the same direction as
above, dry with a clean cloth and allow to air dry completely.
Note: The alcohol may leave a film on the surface. Wipe clean with a dry cloth.
Step Three:
It is best to remove the flex pad from the UltiMount S2 before adhering. Remove the flex
pad from the gray ball and stem with a phillips screwdriver. Access this screw through the
hole in the gray ball. Remove the liner from adhesive pad and adhere it to the mounting
position. Apply firm pressure to the center and edges of the flex pad for a minimum of 1
minute. Let adhesive cure for 72 hours before reattaching the UltiMount S2.
Ideal installation temperature is between 60° and 80°F.
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Flex Pad Removal Instructions:
Please read all instructions thoroughly before attempting

Step 1 If the mounting surface appears to be highly decorative, no removal tools are
recommended. Remove by hand and proceed with caution. If the mounting surface is vinyl,
a blunt instrument may help to remove the flex pad. A kitchen spoon may work well. Avoid
using tools with sharp edges that may damage the mounting surface.
Step 2 Warm the Flex Pad with a hair dryer for 2 to 3 minutes. Once the flex pad has been
heated, the adhesive will soften. Caution: Too much heat may damage the vehicle or
mounting surface. Do not use a commercial heat gun or paint stripping gun as these will
create excessive heat.
Step 3 Lift one edge of the flex pad gently with your fingers or the rounded edge of the
spoon. Once enough of the edge is peeled up to grip with your fingers, pull the flex pad
gently at a 90 degree angle from the mounted surface until removed.
Step 4 In most cases there will be no adhesive left on the mounting surface. If you find that
adhesive remains, it can be easily removed by rubbing your thumb or finger across the
surface repeatedly.

Optional Accessories Sold Separately
T-Amps Adapter Plate
miGrip Universal Holder
Express Mount

miMount iPod Cradle
miniGrip Universal Holder
Extension Bracket

Bolt-on Plate Available at www.pro-fit-intl.com
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